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REGISTERS OF CHEFS‟ SPOKEN LANGUAGE IN TELEVISION COOKING SHOWS: 

 A PHENOMENON OF LANGUAGE SHIFTING 

 

Andi Indah Yulianti 

Balai Bahasa Provinsi Kalimantan Tengah 

Ponsel 085242008207; Surel: ndah_8082@yahoo.com 

 

Abstrak 

Register bahasa lisan yang biasa digunakan oleh para koki dalam acara-acara memasak di televisi 

sangat menarik untuk dikaji. Istilah-istilah kuliner sepertinya mengalami perkembangan secara drastis 

dari waktu ke waktu. Istilah-istilah yang biasanya digunakan dan dimengerti secara umum telah berubah 

ke arah yang lebih ke barat-baratan dan terdengar asing. Peristilahan di dalam bidang kuliner yang saat 

ini lebih banyak menggunakan kosakata asing telah mengalami pergeseran  sehingga secara langsung 

maupun tidak turut memengaruhi tatanan bahasa Indonesia. Berdasarkan hal tersebut di atas, penulis 

tertarik untuk mendeskripsikan permasalahan yang terjadi di dalam penggunaan register bahasa lisan 

yang digunakan para koki pada acara memasak di stasiun televisi yang berdampak pada terjadinya 

fenomena pergeseran bahasa, selain itu bahasa yang digunakan oleh para koki tersebut merupakan 

ragam bahasa register yang menarik untuk diteliti karena ragam bahasa register dalam acara tersebut 

tidak terdapat dalam acara-acara yang lain. Register bahasa lisan yang diteliti dibatasi pada 

penggunaan kata dan kalimat yang digunakan dalam bahasa lisan. Guna mendukung kajian ini penulis 

menggunakan metodologi deskriptif kualitatif dengan melakukan pengamatan dan observasi pada acara-

acara memasak di stasiun TV. Perekaman juga dilakukan untuk lebih mendukung data penelitian. Hasil 

dari penelitian menunjukkan bahwa penggunaan kosa kata asing dalam konteks leksikal secara langsung 

maupun tidak, perlahan tapi pasti, mengakibatkan pergeseran terhadap bahasa Indonesia. Penamaan 

nama masakan dan istilah-istilah kuliner dalam bahasa asing sangat mendominasi dunia kuliner di masa 

kini.  

Kata Kunci: Register, bahasa lisan, pergeseran bahasa, istilah kuliner. 

 

1. Background of Study 

Language is closely linked to communities live in a region. Language has an important role for 

human life. Language is not only necessary in everyday life but also necessary in carrying out all 

activities of human life, such as: research, outreach, news, radio broadcasts, and so forth. In general, the 

language used has the characteristics in every sectors. For example, the language used by young people of 

course different from the language used in academic side. Many factors affect such as, namely, age, 

gender, situation of communication, interaction and social interaction. Bottomline, people can 

communicate everything with language. 

Language is dynamic, so this is not far from various possible changes that can occur at any time. 

Nowadays there may be a new vocabulary term emerged, but there is also a term / vocabulary old 

drowned, that is not used. The dynamism of language in the grammatical level as well as many leads to 

changes in the rules. There's an old rule applies, and then it is no longer valid. 

Language is developed according to the circumstances that occur when language is being used. 

As a politician, doctor, law practitioners, news readers, and radio announcer, using different languages. A 

newsreader on television may often use the word ―pemirsa‖, breaking news, ―berjumpa lagi dengan saya‖, 

and so forth. Similarly, a cook / chef usually use the word / term garnish, chop, ―cincang‖, ―tumis‖, and 

so forth. Variety or register language used by the chefs on television cooking shows are different from 

other events. For example "Ok pemirsa, kita chop-chop bawang putihnya kemudian kita tumis hingga 

harum". In this sentence there is a typical use of the word, that is, chop-chop and tumis. These terms are 

of course only be used in any culinary field. 

Differences terms of language usage as diversity caused the emergence of language or registers. 

Variety or register language used by chefs in a cooking show on television is very interesting to study 

because the development of vocabulary / terms of culinary grown rapidly from time to time. Culinary 

term that is used by every chef  from time to time also develop even shifts. Of course culinary terms used 

by chef Siska Soewitomo and chef Farah Quinn or Edwin Lau are different. When Siska uses culinary 

terms in the Indonesian language which is easier to understand, then the term is different with Edwin or 

Farah whose use culinary terms in foreign languages that is rather difficult to be understood by the public. 
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In the past we can easily understand a term / vocabulary in Indonesian culinary field described by a chef. 

But now we are somewhat frowned when hearing a word / new vocabulary and sound unfamiliar to 

mention or explain something that is related to the taste of food or maturity level of the food. 

Along with the development of the term or foreign vocabulary in the culinary field, slowly but 

sure it causes a language shifting. This paper intends to analyze spoken language register of the chef on a 

cooking show on tv stations. To what extent is language shift that has occurred and its impact into the 

order of the national language of Indonesia, as well as the influences brought. The results of this study 

intended to find a register of spoken language used by the chefs from time to time and its impact on 

Indonesian language (language shift). This study uses a qualitative approach, and the method used is the 

author conducted observations of cooking shows on tv stations. Recording is also used to gather the data 

that can later be clarifed from the previous observations. 

 

2. Literature Review 

General Overview of Language Shifting 
The study of language shift and retention are something interesting because the study shows the 

relationship between the changes and stability of language use on the one hand and the psychological, 

social, and cultural on the other in different community languages. Suhardi cites the idea of Harms 

(1996:43) states that language can be used as a marker of a speaker's ethnic background. An ethnical 

speaker can be known only from the language and style of language which they used. Language shift and 

retention concern about language as a code that is dynamic. Because the codes were never separated from 

each other then the language can be changed. Language shift comes to the use of language by a speaker or 

group of speakers that occurs due to transfer from one public speech into another speech community. 

While the matter of language preservation attitude or assessment of a language to continue to use that 

language in the midst of other languages (Chaer: 1995). 

Language shift generally refers to the process of replacing one language with another language in 

the linguistic repertoire of a society. Language shift refers to the outcome of this process (Ibrahim, 2003). 

Shift in language could be interpreted as a shift in the use of language by a speaker or group of speakers 

due to transfer from one public speech into another speech community or population mobility. The factors 

that cause a shift in language are:  

 

a. Economic, Social and Political Factors 

Public think  learn a second language is necessary and they do not consider to maintain ethnic 

language. All for these reasons  purpose to improving the economic, social status, or political interests. 

One economic factor is industrialization. Economic progress is sometimes held up the position of a 

language into a language that has high economic value (Sumarsono and Partana, 2002:237). This case can 

be observed in English. Long before the English came, the language was first used at the international 

level is Latin. Latin is an official language chosen by the community, especially the student communities. 

However, by the times, then the society abandoned the Latin language. It is said that this language be 

abandoned because it was too complicated (i.e. the structure). Because of the complexity, most of the 

people have turned to the French. This language has a position as Latin. However, as Latin, this  language 

was later abandoned. Because the more advanced economies in the UK which is characterized by the 

presence of the industrial revolution and then switched to English. This language eventually became the 

international language, the Latin beat and French.  

Now people droves to learn English. Even for English, people willing to leave his first language. 

The position of English was strengthened by the existence of both private companies and state that has 

had English as one of the requirements that must be met by the applicants. At the college level , passing 

the TOEFL is one of the requirements for scholars to follow the trial. Why does this happen? The answer, 

of course, because Europe is the ruler of the world of economy. 

 

b. Demographic Factors 

Location of new areas far from the place of origin could  contribute to accelerate the shift in 

language. This is due to immigrant groups will hold its assimilation with the local population to be easily 

accepted into the local community. Language shift usually occurs in countries, regions, or areas that could 

give hope to social and economic life better, it attracts the residents of other regions to come. Location of 

new areas far from the place of origin could be a contribution to accelerate the shift in language. This is 

due to immigrant groups will hold its assimilation with the local population to be easily accepted into the 

local community. The existence of a shift in language can lead to extinction of a language since 
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abandoned by its speakers. This event occurs when a language shift occurs in regions of origin of a 

language is being used.  

Language can indeed be analogous to the organism and therefore every language has a life span 

of the "natural". This idea can explain that all languages will die naturally, in addition there is a language 

that died for the murder of the language (linguicide) (Holmes, 1995). Language has a certain age, and this 

is influenced by the owners or speakers. Those who determine whether their language can survive or not 

survive, and they also fancier of the language have to survive the pressure. Language is also subject to the 

law of natural selection, which the evolutionists are formulated into a phrase the survival of the fittest, 

which in essence is that the organisms most capable and able to adjust themselves in the struggle against 

natural selection to be alive. Based on current views, the life and death depend on the speakers discussed, 

the decision to let the language shift or endure it solely depends on the attitude of the language 

community itself. Nothing can be cultivated by experts wherever and by whatever it takes to restore the 

language shift if society itself already has a decision to let the language die. 

There are many factors that cause a shift of a language. Based on research results that have been 

conducted in various places in the world, factors such as language loyalty, the concentration of residential 

areas, speakers, use of language in the traditional sphere of everyday life, continuity of maternal 

intergenerational-transfer language, bilingual patterns, social mobility , attitude, language and others. 

According to Romaine (1989) these factors also can be a strength of the majority against minority groups, 

social class, religious background and education, the relationship with ancestral land or origin, level of 

similarity between the majority language by minority language, majority group attitudes toward minority 

groups , mixed marriages, the government policy towards minority languages and education, and 

language usage patterns. Various causes of shifting use of Indonesian, not only due to a foreign language 

but also the interference caused by the presence of regional languages and the influence of slang. Today 

the foreign language more often used than Indonesian in almost all sectors of life. For example, 

Indonesian society is more often attached to the phrase "No Smoking" instead of "dilarang merokok", 

"Stop" to "berhenti", "Exit" to "keluar", "Open House" for a reception at the home at the time of Eid, and 

still identified many other examples assume that the people of Indonesia think foreign languages have 

more value than Bahasa Indonesia. 

 

Registers Language 

Register is another complicating factor in any study of language varieties. Registers are sets of 

vocabulary items associated with discrete occupational or social groups (Wardhaugh, 1992:49). Surgeons, 

airplane pilots, bank managers, sales, clerks, jazz fans, and pimps use different vocabularies. Of course, 

one person may control a variety of registers: you can be a stockbroker and an archeologist, or a mountain 

climber and an economist. Bottomline,  Registers are the languages that are used in the pursuance of one's 

job. They are stylistic, functional varieties of a dialect or a language. They may be narrowly defined by 

reference to subject matter (field of discourse), to medium (mode of discourse) and level of formality, that 

is style (manner of discourse). Registers are, therefore, situationally conditioned discourse oriented 

varieties of a language. According to the role of the speaker, a young lecturer, will speak in different ways 

when communicating with his wife, his children, his father, his colleagues, his students, when shopping 

and so on. Each of these varieties will be a register. According to the subject matter or field of discourse, 

registeral varieties are scientific, religious, legal, commercial, of airport announcers, of telephone 

operators, etc.  

A register is also determined by the medium or mode of discourse. The main distinction is 

between speech and writing, but in speech also one may find such distinctions as conversation, 

discussion, debate, lecture, talk, etc. In the same way personal letters, a biography, a memoir, a poem to 

be read or a play to be staged, etc. are the distinction in writing.  Registers may be classified on the basis 

of style. This refers to the relation among the participating people who may talk of religion in a temple, or 

at a seminar with scholars or in a restaurant with friends. In a religious gathering people may be serious, 

in a seminar analytic while in a restaurant casual. The following type of stylistic varieties may be noticed 

- archaic, colloquial, humorous, formal and ironical. 

 

3. Description of Chefs‟ Registers Language in Television Cooking Shows and its Relation with 

Language Shifting 

 This paper focuses on lexical analysis, or the choice of words. In their utterance, the chefs tend to 

use the elements of lexical (word) in foreign language. Here's stated foreign lexical elements by the chef 

at A la Chef Cooking Show hosted by Farah Quinn. 
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(1). Ikannya nice, crispy, dan crunchy. 

(2). Saya pengen saosnya agak caramelized. 

(3). Kalau duck egg, kolesterolnya lebih banyak. 

(4). This is it, Ikan Goreng with Lemon and Caramel Sauce A la Chef Farah Quinn. 

The sentences above contain  English words that actually has a counterpart in the Indonesian 

language. The words nice, crispy, and crunchy spoken by Farah Quinn, we can replace the word with 

enak, garing, and renyah. Similarly with ‗caramelized‘ term, which refers to the crystallized sugar (gula 

yang dikristalkan). Duck egg, we can match with ―telur bebek‖. However the host would prefer to use 

foreign languages in their spoken language. Sentence (4) shows that the host presents the cuisine with 

typical sentence "this is it ".  And the striking is the naming of the cuisines. The host is more often named 

the dishes with English names, like the example above; Ikan Goreng with Lemon and Caramel Sauce, 

which when mentioned in language in Indonesia, Ikan Goreng dengan saus Lemon dan Karamel. Here we 

can see clearly that the host more likely use a foreign language in reference to the name of cuisine, and 

culinary terms. If we compare the other chefs, such as chef Rudi Choiruddin and Siska Soewitomo, they 

more frequently using the Indonesian language in a cooking show that was brought, it was obvious that 

there has been a phenomenon of language shifting from Indonesian to foreign language (English). 

 For more details we can see the using of register of oral language at the Indonesian 

MasterChef event to determine the extent to which the phenomenon occurred on language shift . Here are 

examples of speech of chef Vindex Tangker, chef Marinka, and chef Juna in the event of Masterchef 

Indonesia. 

(1) . Ikannya enak, ada herbsnya dari daun kemangi (Chef Tangker) 

(2) . waktu tinggal 3 menit, saatnya untuk plating. (Chef Marinka) 

(3) . saya suka komposisi ingredientnya, saosnya really good. (Chef Marinka) 

(4) . Rotinya kurang mateng, vinegarnya terlalu banyak. (Chef Juna) 

(5) . dessertnya biasa aja, itu bukan kue lumpur. (Chef Juna) 

(6). Main coursenya enak, kamu pantas dapat pujian. (Chef Tangker) 

(7). Kamu pilih campur custard atau bolunya saja.(Chef Marinka) 

(8). Daging kelinci ini taste like chicken. (Chef Juna)  

The sentences above are the comments of the juries which is also the chef at the cooking 

competition show on RCTI. The  juries are the famous chefs and have the educational background of 

cooking, and has had experiences working premises best chefs in the country. Because of the background 

most of the judges tend to use foreign terms in submitting comments. It can be seen from the selection of 

terms that they convey. 

In sentence (1) Chef Tangker prefers to use the word ‗herbs‘ from which refers to the word ‗daun 

kemangi‘ and this is sounds modern and chic. While in sentence (2) ‗plating‘ word which means to 

prepare food on a plate complete with the garnish  sounds more simple than if we mention the "waktu 

tinggal 3menit untuk menyajikan makanan di piring". However it can be seen clearly there is a language 

phenomenon that has shifted. Similarly, in sentence (3) and (4) actually has the word ‗ingredient‘ means 

―bahan or ramuan‖ in Indonesia. The word ‗vinegar‘ means ‗cuka‘ in Indonesia. In sentence (5),  chef 

Juna prefers to use the word dessert than ‗makanan pencuci mulut‘. While the word ‗main course‘ is 

preferred than the word ‗makanan utama‘ in the sentence (6). While in sentence (7) chef Marinka prefers 

to mention the term ‗custard‘ than ‗puding‘. And in the sentence (8), "daging kelinci ini taste like 

chicken", containing elements of mixed code. Though it can be just the word "rasanya seperti daging 

ayam" is replaced with the word "tastes like chicken". From the description above to the author conclude 

that the use of foreign terms in the culinary field has been growing rapidly. A term used mostly come 

from foreign language (English). Here can be seen clearly there is a phenomenon of language shift. 

Indonesian language, directly or not its function has been replaced by English. Besides the mention of 

culinary terms, the names of dishes have named in English, although that is local cooked food. Perhaps 

the reason is  involved with economic factors  and more selling. And if we furher observe the use of 

foreign vocabulary is more permanent, because it is used continuously and simultaneously. That language 

shift can change the order of the Indonesian language. 

 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

It can be concluded that the registers of spoken language in the television cooking show in terms 

of lexical use a lot of English vocabulary. The results of this research indicates that the use of foreign 

vocabulary in the context of lexical directly or not, slowly but surely, resulting in a shift towards the 

Indonesian language. Naming of cuisine and culinary terms in a foreign language are dominating the 
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world in culinary factor. There will be many other and more specific studies can be conducted based on 

this topic. 

This research was possible only as an opening of similar studies. This research would not be 

relevant five or ten years into the future because of the language and terminology in the culinary field is 

constantly changing (dynamic), so hopefully there are other studies in order to trace the development of 

language registers or other profession that will certainly give the "surprises" to the community and 

Indonesian languages in the future. 
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